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Bothe and Becker,(l) in 1930, found that several of the light 
elements, when bombarded by alpha particles of polonium, emit a 
penetrating radiation which appeared to be of the gamma ray type. 
The effect was gr ea.test in the case of Be, but B, Li, F, Mg and Al 
gave evidence of the same type of radiation. Subsequent work of Bothe, 
Mme. Curie-Joliot and others( 2 ) showed that the newly discov~red 
radiation excited in Be posessed a penetrating power which was dis-
tinctly greater than that of any gamma ray known at that time. 
Working with extremely strong sources, Villle Curie-Joliot and M. 
J oliot ( 3 ) discovered that the ra.diation from Be and B had the emazing 
property of being able to impart large amounts of energy to hydrogen 
nuclei. In their experiments the rndiation from Be was passed through 
a thin window into an ionisation chamber which was connected to a Hoffman 
electrometer. When hydrogen containing substances, such as par8ffin, 
cellophane, etc. were placed in front of the windo;,;, the ionisation 
wa.s greetly increased; sometimes it was doubled. They showed that the 
protons ejected by the Be radiation had ra.nges in air as great as 26 cm, 
which corresponds to a velocity of 3xlo9 cm/sec. The B radiation 
ejected protons with a range of about 8 cm. To explain this phenomenon 
they suggested a 'nuclear Compton process' in which the extremely hard 
gamma. ray imparted energy to a nucleus in a manner similar to that in 
which ordinary gamma rays are known to project electrons. According to 
this, the quantum energy of the Be radiation was of the order of 50 MEV., 
while that of the B rediation was of the order of 35 MEV. It was 
difficult to account for the emission of this high quantity of energy 
in the disintegration of Be. 
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Chadwick ( 4 ) made some further experiments on the rediation from 
Be. Using a small ionisation chamber which was connected to an 
amplifier and an oscillograph, he ses_rched for heavy particles which 
were projected into the chamber by the n-diation. When he ple-ced the 
elements Li, B, C and N in front of the chamber, an increased number 
of 'kicks' were recorded. Also, when the chamber was filled with the 
gases H2 , He, N2, o2 and A, deflections were obs:et-ved which were att-
ributed to the production of recoil atoms of the respective gases. 
The absorption in Al of the protons ejected from paraffin showed that 
they had a maximum range in air of about 40 cm. This corresponds to 
a velocity of 3.3 x 109 cm/sec., or to an energy of 5.7 r1:l'.V. From 
the size of the kicks observed when the chamber was filled with nit-
rogen, it was shown thet the N recoil nuclei produced between 30,000 
and 40, 000 ion pairs. Assurr.ing that the energy required to form each 
ion pRir is 35 volts, this gives approximately 1 :MEY. for the energy 
given to the nitrogen nuclei. This is in good agree~ent with the more 
accurate determination made by Feather. ( 5 ) By photographing the recoil 
nitrogen nuclei in a cloud chamber operated at reduced pressure, he 
showed that they had a maximum range of 3. 5 mm in air e.t standard pressure. 
According to the range-velocity data of Blackett and Lees ( 6 ), a range 
of 3.5 mm corresponds to a velocity of 4.7 x 108 cm/sec., or to an 
energy of 1. 2 1'.EV. 
By the Com9ton process, the maximum energy which e quantum of 
energy h'\) can irr:pa_rt to a particle of mass m is given by 
E - 2 h'Y 
- 2 -t mc2/hv 
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If we solve this equation for hi> and apply it to the observed 
energies in the case of nitrogen and hydrogen recoils, the energies 
of the quanta req·dred to eject these nuclei are 9:; _,1EV. and 55 ME\/., 
respectively. 
Chadwick suggested thi:;.t this penetrating r2diation wt::s not 
of the ga ,,-,ia rey type, but that it consisted of a stream of par-
ticles of unit mass and zero charge. These particles were celled 
neJ.trons. He showed that if one assumes the radiation to be neu-
trons instead of ga::runa reys, the discrepencies disappear. Neu-
trons were disc·.issed by Ruther:ord (?) in his Bc:kerian Lecture of 
1920, and various atte:-:ipts to observe them had been made in vs in.. 
Chadwick showec1 t(J.at the mass of the ne:1tron is !:lpproxLnc:tely unity, 
as it would indeed be if it were a hydrogen atom in which the elec-
tron had fallen into the nucleus as Rutherford had suggested. 
If we assume the conservation of energy and momentum in an elastic 
collision between two particles of .masses m and :.:, the mexirrum 
velocity V which a particle of mass m and velocity v can L1f>art 
to a particle of mass M is given by 
2m 
v = v m T M (1) 
Thus the maximum velocity which a neutron of mass m can give 
to a hydrogen nucleus is 
and the maximum velocity which it can give to e nitrogen nucleus is 
= 2m 
m +14 
v 
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By eliminating v from these two equetione, solving for m, and 
d t .. ~ d 1 f A. ~ 1 q m/ using the experimentally e erUu.ne va «lee o / .::; x 0 c sec and 
8 4. 7 x 10 cm/ sec for the velocities of t:~e hydrogen and nitrogen 
nuclei Chadwick was able to shoN that the mass of' the neutron was 
approximately unity. The value obtdned by these calculations was 
1 .15. 
While this method of determining the nass of the neutron ie 
sufficiently accurate to show the order of nagnitude of its mass, 
it is vastly inferior to another method for obtaining the exact 
value. We will consider this better method in detail. 
When Q, the kinetic energy released in the disintegration is 
known, a nuclear reaction equation which describes a disintegration 
is really a relation among the several masses involved in the re-
action. The single relation between the me.sees and the energies 
of the particles can be expressed either as a relation between 
masses, or as a relation between energies by the use of the Einstein 
relation E m c2 • When kinetic energy appears in the dieintegration 
(Q is positive) the sum of the me.eeee of the resultant particles 
is less than the sum. of the me.sees of the incident particles, 
as this energy is released at the expense of the masses. By apply-
ing the conservation of energy and momenti..un. in each individual 
disintegration, in the cases where only two particles share the 
kinetic energy after the disintegration, a knowledge of the en-
ergy of either, together with the knowledge of the energy of the 
incident particle, uniquely determine the energy released. This 
is shown in the following considerations: if we denote the mass 
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and velocity of the incident particle by mi and Vi, the mass and 
velocity of the neutron by mn and vn, and the mass and velocity of 
the resultant nucleus by lllJ- and vr, the angle between the direction 
of the incident particle and the neutron by Q and the angle be-
tween the direction of the incident particle and the resultant 
nucleus by ~' then momentum considerations will yield the two 
equations 
Energy considerations lead to 
From these three equations we may eliminate p and vr and then we can 
solve for Q in terms of the masses, vi, vn and Q. When this is done 
we obtain: 
This formula requires a knowledge of the mass of each of the 
nuclei involved in the reaction. Prior to ma.ss spectrograph data, 
which followed Thomson's work on positive ray parabolas, the best 
information we had concerning nuclear masses was that obtained from 
chemical atomic masses. In fact, it was not known that the frac-
tional values were due to mixtures of isotopes each of which had 
a mass which was ~lmost exactly an integral multiple of the mass of 
hydrogen. Thomson found that neon, of chemical atomic mass 20.183 
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,-;r'\ 
was composed of a large Portion of Ne"'' and a smaller Portion of 
"~ ~' Ne<::.'..'S More recent work has shown the presence of Ne , also. 
The assemblage of mase spectograph data was a great aid to nuclear 
physicists in their early attempts to interpret their observed 
transmutations. 
Having shown that the mass of the neutron to the first approx-
imation was equal t~ that of the proton, Chadwick turned to this 
more exact method for a better deter:ilnation of the neutron 1 s 
mass. .At that time, there wee no naes spectrograph data on the 
mass of the Be nucleus, eo he could not use the data from the dis-
integration of Be. Aston, (S) however, had deterrdned the masses 
of B, He, and N and so Chadwick used the data from the disinte-
gration of B, which he assumed to be according to the equation 
( 3) 
for the more precise determination. The energy of the neutrons 
wee deter:21ined by absorbing the ejected protons in Al foil. As 
the eneriy of the polonium alp\'.la particles was known, he was able 
to solve equation (2) for Q;· Then he solved equation(') for the 
ma.es of the neutron, and obtained i.ooc7. 
~,'any times the reaul tant nucleus is formed in an excited ata te 
and subsequently drops to the ground stete with the emission of a 
gamns. ray. In theee cases the total energy released in the dis-
integration is not given by('. Fortu116.tely, it seems theta gamma 
ray quantum is not always given off. In these instances, the 
knowledge of the kinetic energy released in the disintegration 
gives one a relation between the masees of the nuclei involved. 
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Thus, in the investigations of the energies given to the disin-
tegration products, one is particularly interested in the meximum 
energy with which the particles are at times given off, for these 
are the times when the resultant nucleus is for:ned in the ground 
state, and it is this maximum value of Q that is useful in deter-
mining the relations between the masses. 
With the increasing amount of disintegration data which hes 
been compiled in the re.at few years, it has become possible to 
arrange from it alone a table of isotopic masses for the lighter 
elements which is internally consistent to the precision with which 
the individual :neasurements are known. ( 9 ) 
In the first reactions studied the energies of the charged 
disintegration particles were measured by various means. Jsually 
the energies were deter:nined from the ranges, which in turn were 
deter::1ined by absorption measurements, or directly from the lengths 
of tracks photographed in a cloud chamber. In most of the dis in-
tegratione in which neutrons are liberated the charged particle is 
quite heavy in comparisoY'l to the neutron, so that its range is so 
short that it is either impossible or impractical to determine (' 
from the energy of the charged particle. In these cases it becomes 
necessary to deter,r:.ine the energy of the neutron by some means. 
The neutron, as shown by the work of Curie-Joliot(lO) and later by 
Dee,(ll) very seldom disturbs the electron in its peth; hence, 
it leeves no trail of ions as does a charged particle. The neutro 1 
loses enerur by 1,'.JB.kiYJg intimate collisions with the nuclei of tne 
material through which it p<:sses. As it has no charge, tie cross 
section for an intimate collision is of the same order of rnagni-
tade as the n:cleus itself 1 and so it is a rare occurence, compared 
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to the number of collisions which a charged particle rrakee under 
the same conditions. For this reason the probability of obser-
ving a recoil nucleus which has received i ta maximum amount of en-
er~ froin a neutron is extremely small, unless there are many 
neutrons present. Thie makes the study of neutron energies a slow 
and tedious task. 
Although means of investigating neutron energies other than 
those first used by Curie-Joliot, Chadwick, and Feather have been 
developed, t"1e beet methods known today are merely refinements of 
t:1e original ones. Dunning, using a shallow ionisation chamber 
and a linear amplifier explored the energ;; spectrum of the neu-
trons emitted froLl a Re+ Rn source{ 12 ) Following Chadwick, he 
measnred the absorption of the protons ejected from paraff'L'1. 
"nf'ortunately, neutrons also eJect nuclei of the gae in the ioni-
sation chamber, thus producing ;::, background, or a res id u:ll number 
o i' counts which are recorded even when the paraffin is not in front 
of the che;nber. This is a serious objection when one is etteup-
ting to deternine the maximum energy of the apectr,.;.m, as a weak 
group of high energy could not be observed in the presence of a 
strong group of lower energy by this means. 
From equation (1) we see that an incident particle can lose 
all of its energy to another particle of the same mass. Thie is 
true of a neutron when it strikes a proton. Neutrons with energies 
(13) 
of the order of 14 ~.m:v. have been observed. Protons of this 
energy have a range in air of nearly ;? meters, so one inmediately 
sees the impoeei bil i ty of determining the energy of such high 
energy neutrons by observing the maximum length of the tracks of 
recoil protons in an ordinary cloud cha:11ber. If om: knew the 
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direction of the incident particle, tne velocity and direction 
of the struck nucleus, and the values of all the me.sees invol-
ved in an elastic collision, he would nave sufficient data from 
wnicn to compute tne velocity of tne incident particle. Tnus 
one could determine neutron energies from the observed lengths 
and direct.ions of proton tracKs in a cloud ciie.mber it' ne knew 
the directions of the incident neutrons. He could measure high 
neutron energies in this manner by observing the protons which 
do not receive the maximum energy of tne neutron and applying 
the formula 
( 4) 
where o£, is the angle between the directions of the paths of the 
neutron and proton. A few of the early investigators assumed that 
tne neutron went straight from tne source to tne end of tne pro-
ton tracK nearest the source and applied formula ;,4). However, 
as Dunning pointed out, (.we uni'ortur:ia tely has no way 01· knowing 
the direction uf the ir1c t.dent neutron, as it couid nave been 
scattered through e large angle by a heavy nucleus (which is in 
the apparatus or the walls or the rooia) with a very small lose of 
energy; for this reason one is led to the wrong answer when he 
applies formulL ( 4). If one uses helium or nitrogen in the cloud 
chamber pa.rt of this difficulty is overcom.e, as the ener&>r given 
to the heavier nucleus is smaller than that given to a hydrogen 
nucleus, and its range for the same energy is smaller. These gas-
( 14) ( 15) 
es were used by Feather and by Kurie in the investigation 
of neutron energies. However, one must have in a cloud chamber 
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not only e. permanent gas, but also a condensable vapor. The va-
pore most commonly used are those of water and alcohol. Both of 
these contain hydrogen, so there will be a few hydrogen recoils 
in the chamber if neutrons traverse it. As it is impossible to 
distinguish the track of a proton from that of a heavier nucleus 
with certainty, this sm·cll amount of hydrogen present in the cham-
ber will again give a beckground to any measurements made on the 
energy given to helium or nitrogen nuclei under those conditions. 
Bonner and Mott-Smith(l5) removed this troublesome background by 
the use of a high pressure cloud chamber filled with either meth-
ane or hydrogen. lith this arrangement, there can be no tracke 
longer than those due to the hydrogen recoils, and hence there 
will be no chance of ascribing more energy to the incident neu-
tron than it actually had. With this apparatus they investigated 
the energy spectrum of the neutrons from Be, B, and F when bom-
(17) barded by alpha particles from polonium. This was an experimen-
tal chamber and had to be operated by hand. 
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APPARArus 
Dr. T. W. Bonner and I designed and constructed an auto-
matic high pressure cloud chamber to be used in the study of 
neutron energies. The chamber has been operated successfully at 
a pressure of 20 atmospheres. Because of the high pressure at 
which the charr.ber was to be operated, special precautions were 
taken in its design and construction. The wall of the chamber 
was made of pyrex glass 1.3 cm thick; to increase its strength 
the glass was cemented into a brass cylinder with 0.5 cm walls. 
For the top glass we used a disk cut from 2.5 cm plate glass. 
Perhaps the greatest depe.rture from the design of previous cham-
bers was the manner in which the lower part of the chamber was 
seal·ed. Not only is the total pressure in the chamber very high, 
but the difference in the pressure before and a~er expension is 
as high as 40 lbs/sq. in., even when alcohol is used to furnish 
the condensable vapor. (A smaller expansion ratio is required 
for alcohol vapor than for water vapor.) To take care of this 
large pressure difference, a modification of the sylphon type 
of chamber described by Dahl, Hafstad and Tuve(lS) was used. 
As shown in the cut of the chamber in Fig. 1, the working vol-
uoe Vi, which is the cloud chamber proper, is closed at the 
bottom by a. close-fitting piston P. Alcohol in the space between 
the piston and the sylphon s1 serves two purposes: it furnishes 
vapor for Vi, and it lowers the volume v2 for the gas, so that 
V2 will have the same expansion ratio as V1. There will be no 
tendency for gas to blow past the piston and cause turbulence in 
V 1 when the expansion ratios of the two volumes are the same. ( 19) 
F1G. 1. High pre 
TO PRESSU RE TANK 
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The fact that the cross section oi' v2 ie an annular ring doea 
not affect its expansion ratio. Thus, when the level of the al-
cohol is so adjusted that the axial length of V2 is equal to the 
depth of Vi, the relation 
is satisfied for any finite movement of' the piston essembly. 
Thie is exactly tr~e to the extent that a sylphon can be consid-
ered a cylinder of constant diameter while its length changes. 
As A 1/1, where Al is the distance the piston moves and 1 ia the 
lenr,th of the sylphon, is always leas then 1/10 it is readily seen 
that the error introduced by assuming the eyl9hon to h8ve a con-
atant di&meter is negligibce. Hence when the correct amount of 
alcohol is in t>"e apace between the piston and the sylphon there 
win be no tendency for the gas to blow past the piston and cause 
turbulence in the chamber at the time of expansion. In practice, 
we have not found the adjustment of the alcohol level to be very 
critical. The pressure in v5 \.s made approximately the same aa 
the pressure in v2 after the expansion; thus the maxi:num pressure 
which 81 experiences ia only e little greater thccn the change in 
;iressure in v1 upon the expansion of the chamber. Leskage of 
g:c;s from v5 around the piston shcft is prevented by the syl phon 
Tl1e ci'k, '.',ber is illuminated by the light fr0:!1 & 200·:-watt 
movie flood la:n;::i. Thia he.a been 2, very satisfactory aou.rce of 
light for the photographing of proton and electron tracks in 
methane at pressures of several atmOS)herea or greeter, and for 
proton tr8Cks in hydrogen at half atmospheric pressure. Betwee'.'l 
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expansions the volt,ge on the lamp is reduced to 10 volts, and 
} second before the expansion it is raised to 110 vol ts. Besides 
being a most convenient c'n<:i constent source of light, the lamp 
has been economicel as well; our f'irst ln:np provid~d the il i,urn-
ine.tion for nearly 1:0 ,0~10 pictures. I Sept movie camere eq~lipped 
with "n ';'· j.5 lens has been used with )5 rllffi super-panchromatic 
film for tekint: the pi ct ,tree. Two perallel, vertical mirrors e bove 
the chamber make it possible to take three i.'.!lages on the same 
frarie, which makes stereoptical reprojection in the dark ro:Jiu 
possible. 
'O;e have used this cloud chamber in connection wi tr. the high 
potential tube developed by t,auritsen and Crane !20) ~Jsing the volt-
age of the :nill ion volt ( r. :,1. s.) cascade trensformer set in 
the high voltege laboratory, this tube has been designed to accel-
er2,te positively char;:ed particles with energies up to a million 
electron volts. When used with a cloud chamber, it is obvious-
ly desiree.ble to have the positive ions strike the target only 
for a short time after the expansion. To ecco:nplieh this, relays 
at be potential of the ion source are actuated by solenoids at 
ground potential which are connected to the relays by non-con-
ducting strings. The solenoids are energized by c,lrrent from 
the contact system which controls the chamber. When the first 
relay ia operated, ~ second before the chamber expands, the follow-
ing things happen to the ion source and its auxiliary equipement: 
a sraall amount of gas (usually deuterium) is allowed to enter 
the ion source, the low voltage fields of the high voltage gen-
erators are energised, and the filament in the ion source 
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ie raised to emitting temperature (between expe.neions it is burned at 
a much lower temperature) • When the chamber is fully expanded, the 
other relay is operated, throwing tne d. c. voltage of tne generators 
on the ion source. Thus it ie impossible for the cnamber to have 
1old 1 tracks in it. Thie lest contact is for a very short time, 
(about 1/5 second). The camera shutter is opened l/lu second after 
the chamber is expanded, and is closed )/10 second after the expansion. 
Thus the chamber is not filled with tracks which cor:ie in too late to 
be recorded on tne film. These extra, unphotographed tracks would 
cause more vapor to be condensed and thereby increase the time required 
between expansions for the chamber to come into equilibrium so that 
it rray again be expanded. Tne time required for the chamber to 
come sufficiently into equilibrium wnen operated under these con-
ditions at the highest pressures is of tne order of ::0 seconds. 
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Fig. 2 
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EXPERDLSNTAL PROCEDTJRS 
.:ith the e.ppa.ratus just described, we have investigated 
the energies of the neutrons liberated in several disintegrations. 
In all of the work to be described in this thesis, the gas in the 
chamber was ordinary illuminating gas taken from the gas mains and 
pumped into suitable containers under pressure for us by Dr. 3. H. 
Sage of the Chemical Engineering Laboratory. We found that the illum-
i:neting. gas contained the same gases, and in almost exactly the 
same proportion, ea the mixture which the Ohio Chemical Co. sold 
as 1methane 1 gee. The mixture was as follows: 8~ CFf.4, 14% 
C2H6, 0 .8; N2 and 0 .2% co.=-. The chamber was also filled with 
the vapor of ethyl alcohol, in equilibrium with the liquid. Thie 
mixture of gases worked better in the chamber than a mixture con-
siderably richer in c2H4. The pressure of the gas in the chamber 
before and after expansion was read from an ordinary pressure 
gauge which had been calibrated hydraulically. The stopping 
power of the gas relative to air we.a computed from the known pres-
sure and the relative amounts of the gases contained in the cham-
ber. The stopping powers used were those determined by Bragg, 
and were 0.86 for CH4, 1.52 for C2fl6, and 0.99 for N2 • The etopp-
ing power of the alcohol vapor was computed from data given by 
Phillipp.( 2l) The pressure of the gas in the chamber was ad-
justed so that the tracks of the protons were of a desirable length. 
The direction of motion of the deuteron.a in the tube is down-
ward, and the neutrons which enter the chamber directly from the 
target travel horizontally. Thus for these neutrons, 9 ia zero 
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and equation (2) reduces to 
(5) 
Every target used has approximately 1/8" of braes directly below 
Lt. ;foutrons are e·ai tted with a distribution which is nearly 
spherically symetrical. Those emitted in the forward direction 
(9: C0 ) have a slightly greater energy than those eJlitted at 90°. 
A few of these higher energy neutrons can be scattered through 
90° by the braes in such a m-:-mner that they may enter the chamber 
with greater energy than those which are emitted at 90°. We attri-
bute the few tracks of energy higher than the val_ie we chose for 
the maximum to be used in formula (5) to neutrons which have been 
scattered in this manner. For a given energy of disintegration 
all the neutrons emitted at 90° do not have the same energy. 
This is due to the fact that deaterons of all energies up 
to th'.; maximum impinge on the targets and rre.y produce a dis-
integration. Thick targets produ¢a the same effect. However, 
for all the disintegrations studied except that of deuterium by 
deuterons , the excitation curve is so steep that the probability 
of a disintegration being produced by a deuteron of energy appre-
cis.bly less than the maxirm.un. ie eo small that the spread in 
neutron energies from this cause is negligible. 
For re?rojectiYJ.g the tracks, the entire assembly of ca'.lera. 
and mirrors is removed from the cha:,1ber and taken to the dark room. 
A screw cover ia removed from the back of the camera., and a lamp 
with suitable condensing lenses is placed back of the film. Thus 
it is possible to use the identical optical system for viewing 
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the tracks as is used for taking the pictures. Any two of' the 
three images can be combined to determine the position of the track 
in space. When the position and direction of the track have been 
determined, only one of the images is used to determine its length; 
greater contrast on the graduated probe is obtained in this manner. 
Only those tracks are measured which make angles of less than 8° 
with the lines drawn from the Points of collision to the center of 
the target. However, because of the size of the source, some pro-
tons e.re measured which were projected at angles as large as 16°. 
The probability of measuring those which nade angles greater than 
0 8 with a neutron which came directly from the source is small, 
however. A proton projected at eP gets 98.1% of the neutron's 
energy, and one projected at 16° gets 92.4%. Thus we should ex-
pect that a large proportion of the measured recoil-protons re-
ceived between 98~~ and 100% of the energy of the neutrons, and that 
a rapidly diminishing number received from 98/~ down to 92 .4%. Of 
course, a small number of protons which appeared to be in this angular 
range (o0 - 8°) were actually protons which had been projected at 
large angles by scattered neutrons. This nu.vnber is probably quite 
small and is effective only in giving a low energy beckground or 
tail to the energy distribution curve. 
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NEUTRONS ~,'.ill! DISINTEGRATION -2!: BERYI,LITJM BY DEUTERJNS 
The copious emission of neutrons from the bombardment of berJl-
lium by high speed deuterone was first reported by Crane, Lauritsen 
end Sol tan. <22 ) Indications of the energies of the neutrons prod:iced 
in this disintegration have been obtained by Kurie~ 23 ) Oliphant,< 24 ) 
and Bjerge and Westcott{ 25 ) From the disintegrations produced in 
nitrogen by the neutrons from beryllium which was bombarded with 2 MEV. 
deuterons, Kurie has inferred that their 'l1£'Xirnum energy is about 10 MEV. 
On the other hand) t•1e r.esults of Oliphent~ 24) who used a helium-
filled ionisation chc:.mber and linear aiuplifier, suggest that there are 
not many neutrons with energies over 3 '.lEV. Bjerge and Westcott have 
found that the deuteron-beryllium neutrons do not induce radioactivity 
in fluorine and silicon as do the high energy neutrons from lithium-+" 
deuterons and those from beryllium+ al phe.- partic lee • Thie ind ice. tea 
that the deuteron-beryllium neutrone are of low energ,-. 
We have investigated the energy spectrum of the neutrons emitted 
from beryllium when it is bombarded by 0 .9 ;~!EV. deuterons. Teet runs 
were made in which the deuterone were replaced by protons, and in 
Which the deuterons were allowed to impinge on a brass target instead 
of the beryllium; in neither case were more than 1/1000 ae many 
neutrons observed as when the deuterona bombarded the berylliu:Yl. 
Thus we felt justified in attributi~g the observed neutrons to the 
reaction 
(6) 
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Approximetely 3, 500 sets of stereoscopic pictures were taken 
when a beryllium metal target we s bombarded by C. 9 n:v. deuterons. 
From these, 580 recoil proton tracks were measured. The energy 
distribution, plotted in 0.2 MEV. intervals, is given in Fig. 3. 
If ·these same data were plotted in 0.1 'M'EV. intervals, several more 
humps would appear in the curve. However, our previous work( 26 ) 
in which we plotted the data in alternE>.te 0.1 l.JEV. intervals shows 
that these extra humps ere not entirely consistent and reproducible 
when different runs are ma.de at different pressures. An energy 
interval of 0.1 MEY. corresponds to a ri:mge interval so short 
that small systematic errors in the measurement of the tracks would 
tend to throw tracks either into or out of the interval in which 
they really belong. A small error d in the measurement of the 
track leni;th would make an error of PS in the range of the particle 
where P is the pressure of the gas in the chambers in atmospheres. 
The pressure used in this experiment was 7.2 atmospheres. 
The different energy groups indicated are attributed to cis-
integrations with different Q6's. The maximum value of Q6, Q6a' 
which corresponds to a neutron energy of 4.52 MEV., is observed 
10 
when the resultant 5B nucleus is formed in the ground state. 
When it is formed in an excited state, all of the energy relessed 
in the disintegration does not appear as kinetic energy; the 
energy with which the 5B10is excited is subsequently emitted as 
one or perhaps several gamma ray quanta. The work of Crane, Delsasso, 
Fowler and Lauritsen( 27 ) indicates that the spectrum of the garr:n:a 
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rays emitted when beryllium is bombarded by deuterons is complex. 
Several reactions take place when beryllium is bombarded by deuter-
ons. In these, S€vere.l different resultant nuclei are formed, and 
the gamma rays may be due to any of these several nuclei. The ex-
trapola_ted maximum energies of the neutron groups, as shown in 
Fig. 3 are 4.52 1%V., 4.0 MEV., 2.6 ~~V. and 1.4 MEV. The corres-
ponding Q6 's are: 
Q6a: 4.25 MEV. 
Q6b = 3.7 MEV. 
Q6c : 2.1 ME'V. 
Q6d = o .a i:EV. 
The latter three values of Q6 are observed when the 5B10 nucleus is 
excited to levels of 0.55 MEV., 2.15 MB."'V., and 3.45 MEV. It is 
conceivable that garmna ray quanta whose energies correspond to the 
differences of these excited states are emitted. Thus we might ex-
pect some of the following gau.ma ray energies to be observed. In 
the second column is given the energy of some of the lines observed 
by Crane, Delsesso, Fowler and Lauritsen. 
Transition Energy Observed 
Q6a - Q6b = 0.55 MEV 0.6 A!EV. 
Q6a - Q6c - 2.15 MEV. 
-
2.0 MEV. 
Q6a - Q6d • 3.45 MEV. 3.3 MEV. 
Q6b - Q6c : 1.6 MEV. 
Qsb - Q6d = 2.9 MEY. 2.9 :MEV. 
Q6c - Q6d = 1.3 MF..'V. 1.3 MEV. 
'!.bile this agreement is fair, it should be realized that 
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it is not much better than that which might be obtained with any 
six values picked at randoro over the rather small energy interval 
of~ MEV. Thie attempted correletion serves ruore e.s e.n illustration 
of our ideas a.bout the energy levels in nuclei than as e.n agreement 
between the neutron and gamma rey energs spectra. The rm.in com-
parison to be re de between the two e pectre et this time is that 
the maximum of the gamma rey spectrum corresponds to the greatest 
energy difference in the neutron spectrum. When the gamma ray 
spectrum, as well as the kinetic energies released when beryllium 
is bombarded with deuterons have been determined more accurately, 
entire agreement between them is expected to be found. Thus 
'nuclear physics' may in time become 'nuclear spectroecopy 1 • 
ohen we first determined the energy released in reaction (6) 
there wee a disagreement of practically~ ~mv. between our experi-
mentally determined o.6 and the one computed from the mass s pectro-
graph values of the masses involved in the reaction. In fact, 
there wee disagree ~ient of the same kind in most of the other react-
ions into which the beryllium nucleus entered. The maee-spectro-
graphic value of the ~es of 4Be9 wae greater than that of two 
alpha i:1articles and e. neutron, into which it theoretically should 
spontaneously disintegrate. Theoretical fe.pers were written in 
attempts to explain how a nucleus which was known to be stable 
could be heavier than the sum of the masses of the more ele:uentary 
Fe.rticlee into which it could disintegrate with the emission of 
energy. Order was re[e.ined when Oli,nant(28) showed th.at all 
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such difficulties could be alleviated if one e.ssm:ied a slightly 
different value for the oxygen-helium r:' tio than the one determined 
by Aston, and re-arranged the me.sees of the elements of atollic 
number leas then oxygen accordingly. Since then the rnasses have 
been further revised to bring them into better agreement with 
disnitegra:tion dete, so that there now is very good agreement 
in rnost cases between the experimentally determined values of the 
Q1 e of the :reactions involving the light eler-'lents and the v~lues 
computed from the masses of the nuclei involved. We have seen 
the,t the cx?erimental value of Q6 is 4.25 '.•'.EV. Oliphant 1s letest 
masses ( 2~) give Q6 = 4 .19 :.:EV. , which is seen to be in excellent 
agreement with our experimentally determined value. 
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NEUTRON"S FROM THE DIS I1"TEGRJ,TION OF DEUTERIUM BY DEUTERONS 
---- - -----
The emieeion of neutrons in large nur.ibers from the bombardment 
of deuterium by deuterons was first reported by Oliphant, Harteck 
and Rutherford.(;50) They attributed the neutrons to the reaction 
(7) 
They used a helium-filled ionisation chamber connected to an amplifier 
and oecillograph to measure the maximum enerf!3 of the neutrons. 
From the naximum oscillograph deflection they estimated that the 
neutrons have a maximum energy of' 2 .2 MEV. From the ranges of '° 
recoil-helium tracks in a cloud chamber Dee(;l) hae inferred that 
the neutrons e.re homogeneous and have a maximum energy of 1.8 \'.EV. 
We have studied the energy spectrum of' the neutrons liberated 
when an H3Po4 target we.a bombarded by 0 .5 f1:EV. deuterons. In this 
experiment the pressure of the methane in the chamber was 2.7 
atmospheres. In a series of rune in which approximately 1200 
recoil protons were photographed, 110 met our requirements for 
meesurements which have been described previously. The energy 
distribution of these protons is given in the lower curve of Fig. 5. 
The upper C',irve shows data taken from en experiment on yields and 
described in the next section. In that experiment the chamber was 
placed very near the target, causing the direction of the neutrons 
not to be well defined. For this reason we could not investigate 
the entire energy distribution, but by measuring the long tracks 
we were able to get en independent value of the ne.ximum enerf!3 of 
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the neutrons. The lower curve of Fig. 5 indicetes that the neutrons 
are nearly homogeneous in energy with a maximum of 2.55 ± 0.10 MEV. 
Vie do not believe that the long tail on the low energy side necessarily 
means that neutrons of this energy come from the source; it is 
at lea.st partly due to scettered neutrons which made large angle 
collisions with protons and projected them in a direction such 
that they were measured. 
If one solves equation (5) for the energy of the neutron En 
he obtains 
where Ei is the energy of the deuteron which produced the disin-
tegration. ·.v'hen our bombarding potential was 0. 5 MEV., a maximum 
of 0.125 MEV. of this energy appeared in the kinetic energy of 
the neutrons emitted at right angles. Because we used a thick 
target and alternating current, disintegrations were effected by 
deuterons of all energies below the maximum. This gave the neutrons 
an energy spread of 0.125 MEV., with Q constant. A few neutrons 
which were emitted in a direction parallel to that of the incident 
deuteron beam made elnstic collisions with little loss of energy 
in the 3 mm of brass which is directly below the target and so may 
have been scattered into the chamber. Such neutrons received a 
maximum of o. 9 UEV. more energy than those emitted at right angles 
and so may have been responsible for a few tracks with energies 
greater than 2. 55 MEV. 
The maximum energy of the neutrons as obtained from the 
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lower curve is 2.55±0.10 l'.EV. and from the upper curve is 2.62± 0.10 
MEV. The corresponding Q's are 3.19::1:. 0.13 !/EV, end 3.23.±0.10 f,'EV. 
Dee and Gilbert ( 32) have obtained the energy of the short range 2P.e3 
particles which are produced in the same ciisintegration and from 
this energy have calculnt€d that Q7 is 2.8 ::f: 0.2 MEV. 
From the energy released in this disintegration, one can 
calculate the mass of 2He3. Using the value Q = 3.2 MEV., and 
Oliphant's latest values of the other rrasses(29), 1H2 = 2.0147 
end 0 n
1 
= 1.0090, we obtain 
3 
2He ; 3.0170 
This is in excellent agreement with Oliphant's value of 3.0171 
which was computed from the disintegration of lithium by protons 
according to 
(8) 
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EXCITATION CURVES FOR THE EMISSION OF NEillRONS 
-------
FROM 
DEurERrm:. AND BERYLLIUM 
When Oliphant, Harteck and Rutherford( 3o) reported the emission 
of neutrons from the bombardment of deuterium by deuterons, they 
reported an equivalent yield of one neutron per 106 deuterons in-
cident on o. pure deuterium target at O.l ~'.EV. This means an actual 
yield of a.bout 1 in 107 from targ:ets such as can be used convenient-
ly. This yield from deuterium at 0.1 MEV. is comparable to the 
yield from a beryllium target at 0.8 l!:EV. reported by Crane, 
Lauritsen and Soltan. ( 33 ) However, other experiments in this lab-
oratory as well as at Berkeley indicate that at high voltages the 
yield of neutrons from beryllium is considerably greater than that 
from deuterium. 
We have comp:;red the excitation functions for the err:ission 
of neutrons from Be and H3P04 targ:ets when bombarded by deuterons 
with energies between 0.5 Ar::EV. and 0.9 MEV. by counting the num-
ber of recoil protons photographed in the chamber. We placed the 
che.mber close to the target so that a lar,:e number of recoil protons 
could be observed. All observed tracks were counted, regardless 
of their orientation. The data taken in this manner have been 
reduced to an absolute yield and plotted as shown in Fig. 7. From 
1000 to 2000 tracks were counted to determine each point on the curve. 
The relative yields are much more accurate than the absolute ones; 
the latter may be in error by a.s much as a factor of 5 or possibly 18. 
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When the voltage was increased from 0.5 MEV. to 0.9 MEV. the average 
number of tracks per expansion increased from 2. 7 to 42 with the 
Be target and from 7.1 to 13.4 with the H3P04 target. 
Examination of Fig. 7 shows that the yields from the two are 
equal at 0.68 MEV. Since the hydrogen in the H3F04 molecule is 
responsible for only 1/8 of the molecular stop)ing power, one should 
multiply the experilliental yield by 8 to get the yield from a pure 
deuterium target. From the curves we see that this would make 
the yield of neutrons from a pure deuterium target much greater 
than the yield obtained from a Be target when bombarded by deuterons 
with energies in the interval investigated in this experiment. 
It is impossible to use a target of pure deuterium, but it rright 
be possible to use one of heavy water. If one were to freeze a 
thin layer of 1-:eavy water on to a brass target and keep it sufficient-
ly cool to keep the ice on it when it is placed in a vacuum and bom-
barded by deuterons, he would have a target superior to the one we 
used. The fractional stopping power of the hydrogen in the water 
molecule is 2sfo. Thus there would be a gain of more than a factor 
of two if one used a target of heavy water instead of H3P04• 
The beryllium excitation curve agrees quite well with the one 
obte,ined by Crane, Lauritsen and Solten(33) who used a paraffin-
lined ionisation chamber to detect the neutrons. The curve is 
roughly exponential, doubling every 0.1 MEV. The deuterium curve 
appears linear in the interval between 0.5 MEY. end 0.9 MEV., increas-
ing about 75% in the entire range. Since the height of the potential 
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barrier for deuterons on deuterium is only about 0.1 MEV., this 
increase cannot be due to a greeter probability of penetrating the 
potential barrier, but to the increesed ra.nge of the deuterons in 
the target. The range of a 0. 9 l'.EV. deuteron is approximately 90~ 
greeter than that of a 0.5 MEV. deuteron, so the agreement is fairly 
good. 
If we extrapolate these curves do~n to 0.2 A:EV. we ma.y obtain 
an idea of the relative yields of the two targ~ts at this bombard-
ing potential. Upon doing this, we find that the ratio of the yield 
to be expected from Be to that from H3P04 is 1/20. Thus it is app-
arent that, at potentials of the order of 0.2 MEV., deuterium con-
tamination on targets may be responsible for an appreciable portion 
of the observed neutrons. 
If one is interested in a source of neutrons with energies of 
the order of 2. 5 MEV. it is seen that exceedingly high voltages 
are not necess~Jry. In fact, over the range between 0.5 MEV. and 
0.9 tf':V., and probably at any voltage over 0.2 MEV., it would be more 
desirable to increase the yield by the use of targets richer in 
deuterium than H3P04 , and by employing intense beams of bombarding 
particles than to use apparatus designed for higher voltages. 
This is particularly true if one were building an apparatus for 
the production of neutrons. 
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DISINI'EGRATION OF LITHIUM BY DEITTERONS 
When lithium is bombarded by deuterons, the following reac-
tions are known to occur: 
(9) 
{10) 
(11) 
The first two of these reactions have been investigated by several 
people.< 34 ) The emission of neutrons when lithium is bombarded 
by deuterons Wf'S first reported by Crane, Lauritsen and Soltan. (35 ) 
Experiments done with the separated isotopes of lithium by Oliphant, 
Shire and Crowther( 35 ) have shown that the disintegr~tion products 
had been attributed to the proper isotope. Olipha.nt, Kempton and 
Rutherford( 37 ) have determined the energies of the alpha particles 
libereted in resction (11). We investigated the energy distribution( 3S) 
of the neutrons liberated in the disintegration of lithium by 0.85 MEV. 
deuterons. In particular, we were interested in determining the 
maximum energy of the neutrons, and in investigating the probability 
of the tri:msforrr:ation of 3Li 7 into Be8 according to 4 
( 12) 
Because of the very long ranges (over 190 cm in air) of the 
protons projected by neutrons released in the disintegration of 
lithium, we found it desirable to devia.te slightly from the method 
described earlier in this thesis. The longest track which we can 
measure in our chamber is 8 .8 cm long, and as the chamber is circular, 
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the probability or observing a track of that length is very smAll. 
Furthermore, the chamber is not designed to withstend B. pressure 
great enough that such an energetic proton would be stopped in 8 .8 
cm of methane. To overcome this difficulty we placed a sheet of 
mica of 114 cm air equivalent across the center of the chamber in 
a plane perpendicular to a line drawn to the target. Thus, with an 
exprnded pressure of 14. 7 atmospheres in the chamber we were able to 
investigate the range interval of 125 crr. to 240 cm, or the energy 
interval of 10.5 MEV. to 15.3 MEV. With a sheet or n:ica of 58 cm 
air equivalent we investigated the energy interval of 8 .4 MEV. to 
11.2 YEV., and with no mica in the cha.mber we covered the interval 
of 2.2 MEV. to 8.4 MEV. Because the tracks of the lower energy 
protons were too short to be observed at a pressure of 14.7 at-
rrospheres, two more series of runs were made. In one of these we 
used hydrogen at a pressure of 0.5 atmospheres, and in the other we 
used met.hane at a pressure of 2.67 a.tn:ospheres. The stopping power 
of the mica was computed in the usual manner, using the value 1.43 rrg. 
per sq. cm equivalent to one cm of air. 
The ranges of the recoil protons were computed from the track 
lengths and the stopping power of the gas and the mica sheet. These 
proton ranxes were then converted into proton energies by the renge-
v elocity curve of Iv:ano. ( 39 ) A correction has b€en applied to the 
d8ta of e3ch run to compensate for the unequRl probabilities of 
observing tracks of different lengths in the chamber. This was 
particularly important when the mica. sheet was used. 
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The effect of the small amount of proton contamination in the 
deuteron beam was examined by making a control run in which the 
bombarding ions were protons. There were less t'1an 1/200 as many 
recoil protons photographed as when deuterons were used, which in-
dicates that the proton impurity could not have been responsible 
for more than 1/2,000 of the observed neutrons. In test runs which 
were made when the lithium chloride target was re.,Jlaced by a brass 
one, less than 1/280 as mi:iny recoil protons were photographed. 
From approxim3tely 60,000 protons which were observed on 19,600 
stereoscopic photographs, 1,550 met our requirements for measurement. 
~xamples of pictures taken when the mica sh0et was placed across the 
chamber are shown on ps.ge 40. The energy distribution of these 
recoil protons is given in Fig. 8 • The curve includes data from 
the five overlF!pping series of runs which were fitted together 
as shown. In the lower energy portion of the curve, the number 
of tracks observed in a given 0.4 MEV. interval i.vas only about 
half the number indiceted. 
The upper curve of Fig. 8 gives the distribution of recoil 
protons but not necesserily the distribution of the primary neutrons. 
A variation in the neutron-proton collision area with energy would 
make the neutron distribution curve differ from the proton curve. 
It is known that the collision area increases as the energy of the 
neutrons decreeses. In order to obtain the neutron distril·ution 
curve, we ha.ve taken into account the experimental variation of coll-
ision area with neutron energy as found by Bonner(40) and by Dunning.(41) 
Fig• 8 
Fig. 9 
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The collision areas used were: E ~ o, ([ : 31 x lo-24; E = l.2 :MEV., 
fT: 5.8 x io-24; E = 2.1 MEV., O'": 3.2 x io-24; E = 5 MEV., 
'[ = l. 68 x 10- 24. Thus we get the dotted curve of Fig. 8 , which we 
believe to be the approximate form of the neutron distribution curve. 
It shows a pronounced hump near 13 t-~V., which we have interpreted 
as being due to the transformation of 3Li 7 into 4Be8 and a neutron 
as postulated in reaction (12). The area under the hump is approx-
i:metely 5/h of the entire area under the curve; this indicates 
that l'.'eaction (12) is 1/20 as probable as the reaction (11) in 
which two alpha particles and a neutron are formed. This probabil-
ity may be r: function of the bombarding potential. 
Be8 4_ 
Evidence of the existence of 4Be8 was first presented by 
Kirchner( 4z) in his study of the disintegration of boron by pro-
tons. He proposed t,he reaction 
(13) 
to explain the small homogeneous group of alpha particles of 4.4 
cm range at the tail of the continuous distribution of particles 
due to the reaction 
(14) 
Oliphant, Kempton and Rutherford( 43 ) found that 4Be9 could be 
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disintegrated to form 4Be8 by either protons or by deuterons: 
(15) 
( 16) 
They also studied the energies of the particles emitted when boron 
is bombarded by protons. In order to determine Q14 they used 
the avernge energy of the three' alpha particles. 'rhese consider-
ations led them to 
The velue for the mass of 4Be8 which they found to give the gre&t-
est consistency in all of their reactions in which it is involved is 
Dee and Gilbert(44 ) have recently re-examined the ranges of 
the alpha particles emitted when boron is bombarded by protons. 
After a careful and detailed study of the mode of disintegration 
into three alpha perticles, they arrived at the conclusion that 
within the limits of the accuracy of their measurements. They 
also found evidence that 4Be8 is sometimes formed in an excited 
state, 3 MEV. ebove the ground state. In this case, its life 
can not be longer than about 10-17 seconds. 
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Cockroft and Lewis( 45 ) found that 4Be8is formed when 5Bl0 
is bombarded with deuterons 
( 17) 
Their evidence was again a small homogeneous group at the tail 
of the continuous distribution of alpha particles arising from 
the reaction 
BlO + H2 ~ 3 He4 + Q 5 1 2 18 (18) 
By combining their results with those of other well known reactions 
end Bainbridge's( 4G) velue of the difference 
they obtained 
From the energy of the apparently homogeneous group of neutrons 
at the tail of the neutron distribution curve we may compute the 
kinetic energy released in reaction (12). Equation (5) becomes, 
for this case, 
The extrapolated maximum energy is 13.6 ± 0.5 MEV. Because 
Mano's range-velocity curve is for mean and not extrapolated 
ranges, O.l MEV. should be subtracted from our extrapolated 
neutron energy. Using the value 13.5 MEV. for En and 0.85 MEV. 
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for Ei we obtain 
Q12 : 14.5 ~ 0.5 MEV. 
The rather broad limits on the neutron energy are given for 
several reasons. The shape of the distribution curve is such 
that the extrapolated energy is not clearly defined. The range-
velocity curve for protons of this energy has never been invest-
iga.ted experimentally, nor ie it known that the stopping power of 
the mica remains constant for all velocities up to those observed 
in this experiment; there ie evidence to the contrary. The value 
of c;.12 can be inserted in.equation.(12) and one may then solve 
8 for the mass of ~Be in terms of the other masses appearing in the 
same equation. Using Oliphant 1 s <29 ) latest values this leads to 
A more direct method of determining the mass of 4Be
8 would be 
given by knowing the energy released in the alternative mode of 
disintegration in which two alpha particles and a neutron are 
formed, as in equation (11). 
( 11) 
Oliphant, Kempton and Rutherford< 47 ) have investigated the energies 
of the alpha rarticles liberated in this reaction, and find that 
they have a ire.ximum range of 7 · l cm. It is not known just how 
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the kinetic energy relegsed in the disintegration is shared among 
the three particles. However, they assumed that this maximum 
range of the alpha particles corresponds to the mode in which the 
greatest possible energy is given to the alpha particle; i. e., 
when the other alpha particle and the neutron escape in the opposite 
direction, pe.rallel to one another, and with the same velocity. 
When this happens, the first alpha particle receives 5/9 of Q11• 
For any other division of the energy, the most energetic aipha 
particle would get less than 5/9 of Q11• It is improbable that 
the alpha particle and the neutron should.come off parallel to each 
other and with the same velocity. Just how nearly this may happen 
will remain a matter of conjecture until the energy released in 
reaction (11) is known accurately, from the masses or some other 
means; then one may compute the angle of separation of the two 
particles from Q11 and the maximum alpha particle energy. By 
assuming that the two particles come off in directions so nearly 
opposite that of the high energy alpha particle that the cosines 
of the angles are approximately unity, Oliphant, Kempton and 
Rutherford were able to set a lower limit to the value of Q11• The 
value they obtained in this manner is 14.6 ± 0.25 MEV. The value 
to be expected from Oliphant's masses is 14.8 MEV. While the value 
obtained by Oliphant, Kempton and Rutherford agrees with the one 
computed from the masses, within the probable error, it is probable 
that part of the discrepancy is due to the fact that the mode of 
disintegration which is most favorable for a high alpha particle 
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energy is not obtained in reality. 
Because of the uncertainties involved in determining the 
energy released in a disintegretio~ when it ie shared by three 
particles, it is perhaps better to use the value of Q.11 given by 
the masses than the one determined by Oliphant, Kempton and 
Rutherford. Combining this value with our experimentally deterlllined 
value of Q12 we find 
Thus it is seen that there is .great consistency in the values 
of the mass of ;Be8 which are computed in several ways. It seems 
evident that ~Be8 is slightly heavier than two alpha particles. 
This makes it unstable and explains why it is not found in nature. 
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A brief history of the discovery and identification of the 
neutron is given. It is shown how disintegration date give rela-
tions between the ma.sees of the nuclei involved, and how one rrey 
obtain Q, the kinetic energy released in the disintegration, by 
observing the direction and velocity of one of the disintegration 
particles, in the cases where this energy is shared by only two rer-
ticles. When e. neutron is one of the disintegration particles, the 
determination of Q is more difficult. I.leans of determining neutron 
energies by observing recoil protons in a high pressure cloud cham-
ber is explained in detail, including the design of a chamber for 
this work. 
The energy distribution curves of the neutrons emitted by 
beryllium, deuterium and lithium when bombarded by deuterons, 
ae well as the excitation curves for the emission of neutrons by 
beryllium and deuterhlm are given. It is shown that the mass values 
obtained by this means agree very well with those obtained by other 
means. 
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